A guide for the use of a new version of the Morse Monte Carlo Multigroup neutron and gamma ray transport code with combinatorial geometry is presented. This version is in current use for neutronics studies of blankets and shields for fusion power reactors designs. A benchmark problem treating a cell calculation for a fusion reactor blanket and shield design , is presented. The modifications introduced to the different routines, the deck organization for the CDC-7600 computer system, a sample problem input and output, and a set of recommendations are given.
A discussion of future possible modifications to the cod--! regarding a better implementation on the CDC-7500
and tho analysis of geometrical shapes not presently implemented is given.
2• The MORSE Monte Carlo code with Combinational Geometry
The MORSE (Multigroup Oak Ridge Stochastic Experiment) code is being used in applications for which it was not originally written, and this entails much revision and continuous development of the code-It has the ability to treat the transport of either neutrons or gamma rays or a coupled neutron and secondary gamma ray problem. There are options of the code for the IBM-360, UNIVAC-1108, and CDC-6600, which are distributed by RSIC.
The version described in this report has been used on a CDC-7600.
The combinational geometry option of the MORSE code has been recognized to be of great use. It depends on describing general three dimensional configurations by considering unions, and intersections of simple bodies such as spheres, parallelepipeds, cylinders; etc.
A preparation of a problem for solution by the code requires: setting up a model, describing it by the combinational geometry technique, checking the geometry input with the PICTURE routine, preparing cross-sections data for input to the MORSEC module, preparing analysis data for input to the SAMBO module, and random-walk data. User routines may be required to be written for each problem.
Either the forward or adjoint mode can be used, and time dependence is provided for shielding and criticality problems, Multigroup cross-sections are accepted in either ANISN or DTF-IV formats, and anisotropic scattering is treated for each group to group transfer by a generalized Gaussian quadrature technique.
Modifications introduced to MORSE routines in the present version
The following corrections and modifications were introduced to the latest updated version of MORSE tlJ :CCC-203B
and distributed by RSIC on July, 1975. Both permanent and problem-dependent modifications are presented:
3,1 Program MORSER
The statements:
Should be modified according to the needed size for the blank common area. For moderate size problems, the blank common area fits into the short core memory (SCM) of the CDC-7600, but for larger size problems, since the CDC-7600 lacks the facility of virtual memory, a larger blank common area could be fitted into the large core memory (LCM).
However, this would require modifying the corresponding routines. In addition, overlays could be used to reduce the required field length.
The statement:
C0MM0N/F1SBNK/MF1STP (6) MAINl-13 is modified to:
COMMON/FISBNK/MFISTP (6) MAIN1-13, an apparently punching error.
ENPRUN Routine
The statement: 
GETMUS Routine
The present coding does not allow the possibility of using P -anisotropy. This can be corrected by inserting the statement:
IF(NMOM.EQ.l) GO TO 55 just after the computation of:
Replacing the Statement:
by: MDXSEC = MDGEOM GTMED-3 sets the cross-section medium to be the same as the geometry medium.
INSCOR Routine
The routine is modified from its original use for spherical geometry to treat a general geometry. The following comment is inserted: It also determines the coordinates of the source X,Y,Z when needed to follow a specified distribution. The routine has thus to be modified for each problem. 
The PICTURE Routine
This routine is used as an aid in preparing correct input for the combinational geometry package. PICTURE displays two-dimensional cuts through the specified three- Figure 3 . Output of PICTURE for a horizontal cut through the blanket and shield unit cell .
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Deck Organization for_the CDC-7600
For this Benchmark problem, the blank common area is considered as fitting into short core memory (SCM The cross-section data consists of a six-group set with a P -anisotropy in ANISN-format card images.
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Only the cross-sections for two elements are displayed.
The mixing table consists of 11 mixing operations using 4 elements to define 7 cross-section media. The points detectors locations are input as unities since they are not used. The region detector volumes are input and the number of the last boundary crossing detector are also set to unity. The analysis input data consist of three characteristic response functions used in blanket and shield studies. The input to the subroutines INSCOR, RELCOL and SOURCE complete the data.
7 . Sample Output Table II shows major parts of the output obtained for the cell benchmark problem. However, part of the input data is only used, and do not represent a real problem situation. The reader is referred to another (4) publication for realistic data input.
. Recommendations and Conclusions
No complete documentation has been published before as a guidance on how to implement the MORSE code to the solution of practical problems. We have tried in this work to document that aspect in relation to Monte-Carlo -23-calculations of blankets and shields for fusion blanket studies using the CDC-7600 computer system. The version has been used for cell calculations at Broo'Khaven National Laboratory.
Due to the lack of the virtual memory facility on the CDC-7600, the code as set here requires the use of the SCM (Short Core Memory): for that case a group collapsing procedure by ANISN code is necessary to get a few-group cross-section set. If a fine group structure is needed, the LCM (large core memory) should be used with the subsequent modifications to the coding of the different routines. 
